Maedi-Visna virus infection in a Merino lamb with nervous signs
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Abstract: A Maedi-Visna virus (MVV) infection was diagnosed in a 10-month-old lamb from a Turkish flock. The animal suddenly showed nervous signs and died within 2 days. At necropsy, different pulmonary and nervous lesions were observed. A Coenurus cerebralis cyst was also present in the right-brain hemisphere. Severe nonpurulent meningoencephalitis and lymphoproliferative pneumonia were detected by histopathology. MVV proviral DNA was demonstrated by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded samples collected from the brain and the lungs. This unusual report in a young animal confirms that not only adult sheep but also lambs can develop MVV disease. The hypothesis that concurrent nervous and pulmonary diseases increase the severity of the lesions due to MVV and reduce the incubation time should be better evaluated.
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Case Report
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Case history

A 10-month-old male Merino sheep from a Turkish flock of 850 sheep suddenly showed ataxia, severe tremors, lateral recumbency, and unilateral facial paralysis. Body temperature, pulse, and respiratory rates were within normal limits, but the...
mucous membranes were mildly pale. A routine complete blood count showed regenerative anemia, while the leukocyte parameters were within normal limits. Creatinine kinase was highly increased (166 IU/L). The analysis of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) showed a density of 1.015 g/mL with pH 7.0, protein 2+, and glucose 1+. An evaluation of the CSF cells was not performed. Bacteriology results for the CSF were negative, but no aliquots were stored for virology or polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The lamb died within 2 days after the first clinical signs. At necropsy, gross findings were only observed in the lungs and in the central nervous system (CNS). The lungs were congested and contained well-demarcated, red, consolidated areas of pneumonia in the ventral regions of the cranial and median lobes. Numerous gray foci, about 2 mm in diameter, were scattered over the pleural surfaces and on the cut sections. A Coenurus cerebralis cyst, 7 cm in diameter, was found in the right-brain hemisphere at the passage from the right occipital lobe and the cerebellum (Figure 1). In the CNS, the meninges appeared congested and some grayish, discolored foci were seen, especially in the cerebellum region. No evidence of discoloration of the parenchyma and no other gross changes were found at the coronal section of the entire brain. Samples from the CNS, the lungs, and the mediastinal lymph nodes were fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin for histopathology.

Results and discussion

The histopathological examination of the samples from the cranial pulmonary lobes showed severe chronic alveolitis. Furthermore, the lungs showed lymphoid interstitial pneumonia, consisting of marked disseminated peribronchial lymphoid hyperplasia, lymphoid follicle formation, perivascular lymphocytic cuffing around the small arterioles, and moderate clusters of mononuclear cells in the alveolar septa. In the brain, there was a severe non-suppurative encephalomyelitis consisting of perivascular cuffs and inflammatory infiltrate in the neuroparenchyma (Figure 2). Perivascular cuffing was more evident in the cerebellum and in the hippocampus. The inflammatory cells were mainly lymphocytes and a few macrophages. No clear areas of myelin vacuolation were observed. Furthermore, columnar epithelioid macrophages and/or a few giant cells were observed around the Coenurus cystic space. On the basis of these findings, a mixed respiratory and nervous form of Maedi-Visna (MV) was suspected. Immunohistochemistry was carried out on brain, lung, and mediastinal lymph node slides by using a commercial monoclonal antibody, as previously described (1). Despite the negative immunohistochemical results, the strongest diagnostic suspect remained Maedi-Visna virus (MVV) infection. In order to confirm the diagnostic

Figure 1. Brain of the 10-month-old lamb affected by MV: congestion of the meninges and a Coenurus cerebralis cyst in the right hemisphere.

Figure 2. Severe, diffuse mononuclear cell infiltration in the cerebellum (A) and in the subependymal zone (B). (H&E, bar = 50 μm).
suspect, PCR was used to detect a conserved region of the MVV proviral genome. Because of the lack of fresh or frozen tissues, the DNA was obtained from the paraffin-embedded blocks. The DNA was extracted from 4 slides of 10 μm cut from each paraffin block, and then put into a 1.5-mL tube. After serial passages in xylene, in ethanol (100%, 95%, 70%, 50%), and in water, the DNA was extracted from the dried pellet with the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany) in 50 μL of final volume. In order to verify the quality of the DNA obtained, a first PCR was carried out to amplify a 283-bp sequence of the ovine 28S rRNA (2). Once the expected band was obtained, the samples were tested by PCR for the amplification of a 291-bp sequence of the LTR gene of MVV (3). The finding of a clear band of the expected size in the CNS, lung, and mediastinal lymph node samples confirmed the MVV infection.

At the same farm, a history of similar clinical cases was recorded in another 4 lambs, but unfortunately the farmer did not admit the animals for veterinary examination.

This study describes, for the first time in Turkey, the clinical, pathological, and laboratory findings in a Turkish young sheep affected by MV, which is caused by the lentivirus MVV and is a global multisystemic chronic infection of adult sheep affecting the lungs, mammary glands, CNS, and/or joints with a lymphoid proliferation and mononuclear interstitial infiltration. Because of the long incubation period, the clinical signs of MV are usually observed in sheep of 2-4 years old. The pulmonary form, called Maedi, is the most frequent form described worldwide. The nervous form, called Visna, is very rarely described except in Spain, where some cases have been recently diagnosed (4). While Maedi has been previously described in Turkey (5), no cases of Visna have been reported yet. In our case, the nervous disease was associated with respiratory lesions, as also reported in other Visna cases (6,7). The nervous lesions appeared severe, and large parts of the CNS were involved. The most striking finding was the occurrence of a clinical case of Visna in a 10-month-old lamb. To our knowledge, natural cases of the nervous form of MV have mainly been diagnosed in sheep older than 2 years (4,7,8). Only 4 Visna cases have been described in young lambs, from 4 to 6 months old (9). The rapid progression of the disease and the severity of the histopathological lesions observed in our case could be due to the implication of a particularly neurotropic and virulent MVV strain. However, the lack of fresh samples and the availability of only paraffin-embedded tissues make any further characterization of the viral strain very difficult. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that the severity of the clinical signs and of the nervous lesions was increased by the concurrent infection by Coenurus cerebralis. Indeed, previous reports on MVV-infected sheep with concurrent infection due to Brucella ovis or ovine pulmonary small strongyles have shown increased mononuclear cell infiltration and increased expression of the p28 MVV antigen in epididymal and pulmonary samples (1,10).

Another 4 suspected cases from the same flock were not admitted for a definitive diagnosis, demonstrating that in the absence of specific national and international laws, the study of some infectious diseases is practically difficult. A strong collaboration between farmers and veterinarians is very important for the study and eradication of infectious diseases. Furthermore, a strong collaboration between clinicians, pathologists, and virologists is important for the collection of the proper samples for a correct etiological diagnosis. Indeed, even if positivity was obtained in this case by PCR on the formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded samples, the histopathological procedures usually result in DNA degradation and in a lower PCR sensitivity. Furthermore, the availability of fresh or frozen samples would allow the molecular characterization of the viral strain. Immunohistochemistry usually supports histopathological suspects but, in this case, the antigenic variability of small-ruminant lentiviruses and the availability of diagnostic antibodies reacting with a few viral strains made these techniques inadequate for a correct diagnosis.

In conclusion, MVV infection has to be considered as responsible for neurological disorders not only in adult sheep but also in lambs. During necropsy, fresh samples should be routinely stored in case the histopathological findings suggest further virological investigations. Immunohistochemistry may result in false negative reactions due to the antigenic
variability of the small-ruminant lentiviruses, while PCR protocols to detect conserved MVV genomic regions may be suitable for MV diagnosis in different geographic areas.
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